
EXHIBITION ARTISTS 

A contemporary visual artist, equally skilled at creating 
oriental, abstract, and transitional abstract artworks 
that are rich in aesthetic and intellectual value. Some 
of her works have been featured in exhibitions in 
New York, California, and South America, while others 
remain in private collections.
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Born into a family of artists, Michelle Molnar has painted 
for as long as she can remember. Equally adept in her use 
of watercolors, oils and acrylics, her most recent artworks 
are predominantly pastels. Through this medium Michelle
is able to achieve the tactile quality and vibrant colors 
which are the hallmark of her work.

Hirschman's art is emotional, whether it is joy or sadness
it is impossible to miss. His love of science and fascination
with time and space, and human nature are also represented
in his art. He sculpts in bronze because he says it is strong
and will last well into the future. His soulful and often
primitive sculptures manage to combine the old with
the new and each piece tells a story.

Native of Alaska, award winner Sarah Lord has been 
painting  professionally in the United States for over 11 years. 
Expressionistic,  painterly, highly personalized poetic style 

has set her apart. Her Art pushes forth with passionate line 
work, powerful strokes, vivid colors, and complex textures. 
Lord is represented in the USA, Canada, Mexico, and Europe.

ari HIRSCHMAN

james KITCHENS
Florida-based artist with 17 years of experience in casting and 

metal work. His artwork combines texture, shapes and symbols 
with vibrant patinas and raw earth on the copper. Kitchens work 

can be seen in galleries, corporate and public collections and in 
private collections across the United States and in Europe from 

Scotland to Spain.
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Sunday
May 4,  2008  6-10pm

Cocktail & Hors D’oeuvres Reception

E X O R

g a l l e r i e s

EXOR GALLERIES INVITES YOU TO A
RECEPTION TO MEET THE ARTISTS

OF THE EAST MEETS WEST EXHIBITION ON VIEW
MARCH 22 - MAY 11, 2008

exor galleries, llc
royal palm place

291 via naranjas suite 45a 
boca raton, florida 
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